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Abstract
This paper intends to explore the potential momentary influence of English rigid word order on the placement of
Arabic preverbal subjects. The idea is that English as a Subject-Verb-Object language has one subject position;
thus, it poses no restrictions on the distribution of determiner phrases in this position. By contrast, Standard Arabic
(henceforth, Arabic)uses two different word orders (Subject-Verb/Verb-Subject-(Object), SVO/VSO). As a result,
indefinite determiner phrases are not freely distributed in the subject position; that is, they can appear in the
postverbal subject position -VSO but not in the preverbal subject position -SVO. Because the two languages use
different syntactic word orders and different subject positions, two experimental tasks (an Arabic guided writing
task and an English-to-Arabic translation written task) were administered to find out whether the English word
order momentarily causes Arabic learners of English to violate their language subject distributions. Analysis of
the performance of Arabic native participants in the two tasks revealed two important outcomes: a) when
participants were asked to reorder scrambled words into full clauses, they significantly preferred VSO order; in
contrast, b) when participants were asked to translate full English clauses into Arabic, they strikingly preferred
SVO order violating syntactic parametric (distributional) restrictions on the placement of indefinite determiner
phrases. In other words, they used indefinite determiner phrases in the preverbal subject position. Based on the
results, the study argues that the improper use of indefinite determiner phrases in the preverbal subject position is
not due to the implicit knowledge of Arabic grammar; it is due to the momentary influence of English syntactic
word order involuntarily exerted by participants.
Keywords: Arabic, determiner phrases, English, subject, syntax, word order
1. Introduction
The involuntary influence of the first language (L1) grammar on the second language (L2) grammar has been
extensively investigated in the literature (Derakhshan & Karimi, 2015; Juffs, 2005; Kobayashi & Rinnert, 1992;
Kosterina, 2007; Woodall, 2002, etc.). Researchers have investigated this type of influence on the basis that L1 is
the potential source of influence and concluded that L1 can positively affect L2 (positive transfer) or negatively
affect L2 (negative transfer). The current study digresses from this norm. In other words, it investigates the effect
of L2 grammar on L1. Precisely, it tries to determine whether English rigid word order (i.e., Subject-Verb-Object,
SVO) involuntarily influences Arabic variable word order (i.e., VSO or SVO) in terms of the subject placement in
pre/postverbal positions. This phenomenon (L2 effect on L1) has not received much attention in the literature.
Few studies (Abu-Rabia et al., 2013; Agheshteh, 2015; Balcom, 2003; Benmamoun et al., 2010; Cook, 2003;
Montrul, 2010; Zinszer et al., 2015) have investigated L2 effect on L1 on the basis that L2 is the dominant
language and L1 is less dominant. By contrast, this study aims to investigate the effect of English (L2) as a less
dominant language on Arabic (L1) as a dominant language (i.e., in a context where English is considered a second
language).
English and Arabic have different syntactic word orders. The former has one rigid word order, SVO, whereas the
latter has SVO and VSO. Additionally, English has no restrictions on the distributions of indefinite determiner
phrases (henceforth, DP) in the subject position whereas Arabic does. That is, English indefinite DPs are permitted
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as preverbal subjects as illustrated in (1). By contraast, Arabic peermits indefinite DPs in the postverbal su
ubject
position, V
VSO; however, it does not permit them, indefinite DP
Ps, as preverbaal subjects in SVO as show
wn by
(2a&b) resspectively.
(1) A boyy broke the peen

The structture in (2a) reepresents the ssyntactic wordd order VSO, tthe basic wordd order in Araabic (Benmam
moun,
2017; AlQ
Qahtani & Saabourin, 2015;; AlQahtani, 22016); it is thhe intact trannslation of thee English example
illustrated in (1). Clearlyy, the two exam
mples show diffferent word orrders (Arabic: VSO; Englishh: SVO). Strikiingly,
the structuure in (2b) is unngrammatical bbecause the preeverbal subjecct position is occupied by an indefinite DP; this
structure iis equivalent, in
i word order -SVO, to the English structuure in (1); how
wever, this struucture is ill-formed
(Note 1). T
The above-intrroduced exampples show that tthe two languaages use differrent subject disstributions. Th
hat is,
English suubject syntactiic distributionn allows indeffinite DPs to ooccupy the suubject positionn. On the contrary,
Arabic subbject syntacticc distribution allows subjeccts to appear pre- and postt-verbally; seee Note 1 for some
restrictions on preverbal subjects.
1.1 Researrch Question
Building oon the notion that
t
Arabic annd English havve different paarameterizationns ‘distributionns’ in regard to the
subject position, the currrent study posiits the followinng research question:
m English to A
Arabic, will Ennglish learners who are nativee speakers of A
Arabic involunttarily
(3) When ttranslating from
apply English syntactic word
w
order to A
Arabic structurres being transslated?
The paper proceeds as foollows: Sectionn 2 reviews thee linguistic andd empirical baackground for tthe study; section 3
s
outlines thhe research meethodology; seection 4 presennts the results;; section 5 disscusses the finndings of the study,
and sectionn 6 concludes the paper.
2. Review
w of Linguisticc and Empiriical Backgrou
und
ms to give a brief account oof the linguisttic property of the
This sectioon has a two--fold purpose.. First, it aim
syntactic w
word order andd the distributiions of subjectt determiner phrases found iin Arabic and English. Secon
nd, it
introducess some previouus studies that have investigaated the L2 efffect on L1 in ddifferent contexts with a focu
us on
English-A
Arabic interlinggual influence.
2.1 Linguiistic Property
In this secction, I discusss the linguisttic properties of Arabic andd English. I shhed light on tthe two languages’
asymmetriical word ordeer. Arabic hass two different word orderss, VSO or SV
VO, with a notticeable temptation
toward thee use of VSO more
m
than SVO
O, whereas Engglish has only one rigid wordd order, SVO.
2.1.1 Arabbic Syntactic Word
W Order
The dominnant word ordder in Arabic is assumed too be the VSO
O order (Al-K
Khaz’ali, 2008;; AlQahtani, 2016;
2
Benmamoun, 2017, etc..). However, thhe SVO orderr is another opption. The twoo orders differ in the agreement
between thhe subject andd the verb and in the processs of syntacticc derivation. I will give a brrief account of
o the
agreementt system and show
s
how theyy vary accordding to the woord order typee. Subject-verbb agreement varies
v
dependingg on the type of
o word order. The idea is thhat VSO strucctures show paartial agreemennt (e.g., person
n and
gender onlly). By contrasst, SVO structuures show full agreement (peerson, gender aand number), w
which means that φ
features arre established between
b
the suubject and the vverb. The folloowing examplees exemplify thhese two typess:

Looking att structure (4a)), the verb is inn partial agreem
ment with the ssubject; it show
ws person agreeement (3rd person)
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and genderr agreement (m
male); howevver, number aggreement is m
missing. By coontrast, structuure (4b) showss full
agreementt because all φ features are established betw
ween the verb and the subjecct.
As far as thhe syntactic deerivation is conncerned, the VS
SO order is a reesult of (V)erbb-to-(T)ense m
movement (i.e., head
movementt), which raisess the verb to a higher positioon. The syntacttic tree schemaatized in (5) is a representation of
(4a).

Overt movvement of the subject
s
is not aassumed; the ssubject ʔal-muudarrisõn ‘the tteachers’ remaains in situ. Th
hat is,
in VSO orrder, the subjeect remaining in the specifiier (Spec) of tthe verb phrasse (VP) is diff
fferent from th
hat in
English, w
which requiress the subject to move from
m [Spec: VP] to [Spec: TP] (TP: tense pphrase). The latter
movementt satisfies the extended
e
projeection principlee (EPP) put forrth by Landau (2007).
The derivaation of SVO order differs ffrom that of V
VSO order in thhe sense that oone additional phrasal movement
is requiredd; the subject has
h to move froom [Spec: VP]] to [Spec: TP]] in order to sppell out the struucture (4b); se
ee the
proposed ssyntactic derivvation illustrateed by (6) below
w.

Clearly nooticed, the syntactic derivatioon of VSO is assumed to reequire one synntactic movemeent, namely V-to-T
V
head- movement. On thee contrary, the SVO syntactiic derivation reequires two syyntactic movem
ments, V-to-T head
movementt and phrasal movement;
m
the subject DP moves from [Sppec: VP] to [Sppec: TP]. The ssyntactic derivation
of a particuular structure that
t requires m
more syntactic m
movements m
may indicate thee complexity oof the structure.
2.1.2 Engllish Syntactic Word
W Order
Morphosyyntactically, Ennglish differs from Arabic iin its agreemeent system. Arrabic is classiffied as a [+strrong]
language ssince it shows full agreemennt in the case oof SVO; Englissh is classifiedd as a [-strong] language bec
cause
it shows oonly partial agrreement. Unlikke Arabic, Engglish has weakk inflectional ffeatures; thereffore, the V rem
mains
in the VP ddomain and dooes not move oovertly. In Engglish, the subjecct moves from
m its canonical pposition [Spec: VP]
into the [Sppec: TP], satissfying EPP feaatures as suggeested below.

Examiningg the structure in (7b) above, we notice thaat the subject m
moves from thhe internal subjject position [S
Spec:
VP] to the external subjeect position [Sppec: TP]. Thiss movement is grammaticallyy required. If tthe subject doe
es not
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move, the output of the narrow
n
syntax will be as folllows:
(8) *havve the teachers visited their prrincipal
To serve aas a declarativve structure, ((8) is not acceeptable by Ennglish grammaar because thee movement of the
subject froom [Spec: VP] to [Spec: TP] is not triggereed to satisfy thee EPP requirem
ment.
2.1.3 Distrribution of Araabic Definite D
DPs
The abovee discussion showed
s
that thhe word orderr in both langguages (English and Arabicc) radically diiffers
specifically when compaaring Arabic V
VSO to Englissh word order.. They show ddifferent syntacctic movementts. In
the follow
wing subsectionn, I present thee syntactic distributions of thhe external arggument (subjeect DPs in the Spec
of TP) in bboth languagess.
I begin witth English beccause it has only one word orrder. English D
DPs occupyingg the external ssubject position are
freely distrributed. The iddea is that, whhether subject D
DPs are definiite or indefinitee, there is no ssyntactic restriction
in terms off in/definiteness to occupy thhe external subbject position;; the free distriibution is instaantiated by (9a
a&b),
respectivelly.
(9)

a. The boy brokee the pen
b. A boy broke thhe pen

&b) show thatt English DPs can be freelyy distributed in
n the
Regardlesss of their beinng ±definite, eexamples (9a&
subject position [Spec: TP].
T
D Arabic deffinite DPs behaave in the sam
me way that Engglish DPs do; tthey have relattively
Regardingg the definite DPs,
free syntacctic distributions, as shown bbelow.

As illustraated in (10a&
&b), the definiite subject DP
P ʔal-walad-u has free syntactic distribuutions to appear in
preverbal, external, or postverbal,
p
inteernal, subject ppositions (i.e.,, in VSO or SV
VO). The synntactic behaviour of
definite D
DPs differs from indefinite D
DPs in terms of their distriibutions in thee preverbal suubject position
n; the
difference in distributionn is discussed iin the followinng subsection.
2.1.4 Distrribution of Inddefinite DPs
There are syntactic restrrictions on the distributions oof Arabic indefinite DPs. Preecisely, they caannot appear in the
preverbal ssubject positioon. The ungram
mmaticality of (11a) is causedd by the indefiinite subject DP, which appea
ars in
the externaal subject posittion.

Unlike inddefinite DPs inn the external subject positiion, indefinite DPs can occuupy the internnal subject possition
withoutanyy restrictions, as shown by (11b).
To sum upp, Arabic gram
mmar does nott allow indefinnite DPs to occcupy external subject positiions in SVO order,
o
whereas itt allows them to appear posst-verbally in the internal suubject positionn. By contrastt, English gram
mmar
allows inddefinite DPs too appear as preeverbal externaal subjects. In the following section, I introoduce some stu
udies
that show tthe interlinguaal effects of L22 on L1.
2.2 Empiriical Studies
Albirini ett al.’s (2011) innvestigation off Egyptian herritage speakerss’ linguistic knnowledge of A
Arabic finds tha
at the
SVO ordeer is predominnant, despite tthe fact that tthe dominant word order iss the VSO. Thhey argue tha
at the
preferencee of the SVO order
o
might be attributed to trransfer from E
English. Alternnatively, they aalso assume tha
at the
preferencee for SVO migght be due to the complex syntax of the VSO order bbecause VSO derivation, in their
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argument, is more complex than SVO derivation. To test the complexity of Arabic different word order,
Thompson and Werfelli (2012) investigate the processing of VSO and SVO structures in spoken Saudi Arabic.
They examine the processing times associated with these constructions. As mentioned above, in section 2.1, that
VSO order is derived with the subject remaining in situ, in VP, and the verb raising over the subject to T. In
contrast, SVO order is derived by extracting the subject out of VP to Spec of TP and the verb raising to T. The
authors use the processing time as evidence to determine which structure takes more time, concluding that VSO
takes less time than SVO. Their study’s findings might be used to argue against the idea that VSO is more
complex than SVO as claimed by Albirini et al. It can be inferred that the dominance of SVO order shown by
Egyptian heritage speakers is due to the transfer of English language rigid word order to Arabic; it may not be due
to the complexity of VSO structure. Cross-linguistically, Harrington (1987) contends that Japanese as L2 learners
of English tend to adopt English word order Noun-Verb-Noun (NVN) and prefer it to NNV or VNN; inanimate
subjects are permitted by the learners to appear in NVN, a process that is not acceptable in Japanese registers. It
seems that English word order has affected the learners’ tendency toward using NVN order.
Polinsky (2009) compares English dominant heritage speakers of Russian to monolingual Russian speakers.
Participants were asked to match pictures to either active or passive constructions. Russian can be SVO, VOS or
VSO. She finds that heritage speakers have problems whenever the word order differs from the English word
order, SVO. It can be argued that the dominant language has a positive transfer on the weak language. By
contrast, it can be claimed that heritage speakers have the necessary implicit knowledge of their heritage language,
but because of the dominance of the strong language, they cannot exploit it given the negative transfer.
In summary, the effect of the dominant language, L2 in the previous studies, on L1 is transparently attested. More
specifically, the distribution of the clause elements (subjects, verbs, objects) of languages that structurally differ
from English is affected by the English word order.
3. Methodology
3.1 Participants
Thirty-three native speakers of Arabic who were university undergraduate students participated in the study. They
are enrolled in the second year in the Faculty of Engineering at King Saud University. English was the medium
of instruction. Prior to their admission to the Faculty of Engineering, the participants had been taught English for
one year in the preparatory year program.
3.2 Stimuli
The study used two tasks: an Arabic guided writing task and an English-to-Arabic translation written task. These
tasks are described in the following two subsections.
3.2.1 Arabic Guided Writing Task
This task was administered for two important reasons. First, it aimed to explore participants’ preferred Arabic
word order and their tendency toward the distribution of indefinite DPs in the preverbal subject position. Second,
it aimed to determine whether the results of this task, on the one hand, confirmed that participants employed
indefinite DPs in the suitable syntactic position, postverbal subject position (VSO); and whether the results of the
translation task, on the other hand, proved that the participants incorrectly placed the indefinite DPs in the
preverbal subject position (SVO). Then, it can be strongly argued that the incorrect placement of indefinite DPs is
attributed to the momentary influence of L2 subject distribution and word order and not to any other factor.
Regarding the guided writing task design, the task consisted of 16 Arabic sentences. Specifically, each sentence’s
content words were presented in a scrambled order. The participants were asked to rearrange them in the correct
order. The stimuli included in this task were as follows: a) ten target sentences and b) six distracting sentences.
The target sentences consisted of transitive verbs in the past form, indefinite DPs and additional complements
(object DPs or prepositional phrases). The distracting sentences consisted of similar contents except for the
indefinite DPs; definite DPs were used instead. In those generated sentences, no adjectives were used. Therefore,
the only grammatically correct word order that participants were expected to use was VSO order. Three different
versions were generated: E1, E2 and E3; see Appendix A for a sample version.
3.2.2 English-to-Arabic Translation Written Task
This task aimed to explore whether the English word order momentarily causes Arabic learners of English to
violate the preverbal subject distributions parametrized by their language grammar. The design of this task was
basically a ‘mirror image’ translation of the three versions of the guided writing task stimuli. In other words, the
contents of the guided writing task were translated word for word from Arabic into English. Of course, the
scrambled content words were translated as full sentences. Since the aim of this task was to check L2 word order
5
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effect on L
L1 subject plaacement, the leexical items thhat were used in the translattion were from
m the high fam
miliar
items. Addditionally, the instructor whoo ran the expeeriment was kiindly requesteed to give the Arabic meanin
ng of
any Englissh word if quesstions arose duuring the experriment; one veersion of the task is attached in appendix B.
3.3 Proceddure
The two taasks were adm
ministered at tw
wo different sttages. The trannslation task w
was administerred first. I assu
umed
that running this task first eliminateed participantss’ awareness that the task was intendedd to check for the
placementt of the indefiinite DPs in a suitable subjject position. By doing so,, data gatherinng took place in a
naturalisticc setting. Eachh participant w
was assigned a unique identiifying numberr written on thhe front page of
o the
task. One w
week later, a guided
g
writing task was adm
ministered. Befoore the distribuution of the tassk papers, the same
identifyingg number wass written, by tthe instructor, on the front ppage of the w
writing task andd was given to
o the
respective participant. Inn support ofelim
minating externnal factors’ effe
fect, such as meemory effect, eeach participant was
given a ddifferent versiion. The ideaa was that the 33 particippants were hyypothetically ddivided into three
eleven-parrticipant sets. Every
E
set was ggiven a designaatedversion (E
E1, E2 or E3). IIn other wordss, if the particip
pants
in the firstt set were giveen E1 task in tthe translation task, they were given E2 taask in the guideed writing task
k; see
Table 1 bbelow. Doing so assured thhe elimination of unwanted memorizing/rrecalling effeccts. There wa
as no
timeframe to perform thhe tasks. Howeever, when adm
ministering thee tasks, the average taken tim
me ranged from
m 15
to 20 minuutes.
Table 1. Taask assignmennt distribution
First Set
Second Sett
Third Set

Guided W
Writing Task
E1
E2
E3

Translation Taskk
E3
E1
E2

As illustraated in Table 1,, participants w
were given diffferent versionss of each task dduring the expeeriment.
4. Results
This sectioon presents thhe tasks’ data and analyzes participants’ performance iin each task sseparately. Prior to
introducinng each task’s results
r
in a sepparate subsectiion, it would bbe helpful to ppresent a generral overview of
o the
results. Thhe data obtaineed from the 33 participants amounted to 1056 sentencees; the analyzeed target sente
ences
formed 6660 sentences, 330
3 sentences ffor each task. The distractingg sentences, 396 sentences, were not analy
yzed;
there was a linguistic reaason behind exxcluding them from the analyysis. Distractinng sentences’ ssubjects are deffinite
DPs; thesee DPs are syntactically perm
mitted in preverrbal and postvverbal subject ppositions. Thaat is, they are freely
f
distributedd in both orderrs, VSO and S
SVO. They weere included too distract the pparticipants froom the tasks’ main
focus (i.e.,, indefinite DP
Ps in different w
word order).
From the aanalyzed data, two crucial ouutcomes emerged. First, as deepicted in Figuure 1, participannts’ performan
nce in
the guidedd writing task showed
s
a signiificant preferennce for the VS
SO order (229: 69.39%) overr the SVO orde
er (97:
29.39%). T
This finding coonforms to preevious studies’ finding (Al-K
Khaz’ali, 20088; AlQahtani, 22016; Benmam
moun,
2017, etc.)) that the domiinant word ordder in Arabic iss the VSO ordeer. Second, reggarding particippants’ perform
mance
in the trannslation task, participants eexcessively traanslated Engliish sentences into SVO ordder (277: 83.9
94%),
whereas thhey translated only
o
a small poortion of the seentences into V
VSO order (533: 16.06%).

Figuree 1. Participantts’ performancce in both taskss
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4.1 Analysis of the Guided Writing Task
This task was administered to probe participants’ preferred word order, VSO or SVO. Results showed that
participants preferred VSO to SVO; see Figure 1 and Table 2 for an overview. Participants’ tendency for VSO
resulted in them placing the indefinite subject DPs in the correct place, in the postverbal position. Using the
scrambled words determined for each sentence, participants rewrote 229 sentences in the VSO order; this number
represented 69.39% of the total number, 330 sentences. By contrast, participants incorrectly rewrote 97 (29.39%)
sentences in the SVO order, placing the indefinite subject DPs in the preverbal positions. The participants ordered
a very small portionof the sentences in neither VSO nor SVO. Only four sentences were encoded as non-specified,
as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Participants’ performance (Guided writing task)
Placement of Indefinite DPs per word order
Frequency
SVO
97
VSO
229
Not specified
4
Total
330

Percentage
29.39%
69.39%
1.22%
100%

4.2 Analysis of the Translation Task
The translation task aimed to determine whether participants translated English sentences in VSO or SVO.
Strikingly, participants translated a high number of the given sentences in SVO. They translated 277 sentences
in SVO order. By contrast, they translated only 53 sentences (16.06%) in VSO order; see Table 3 for illustrations.
The translated sentences in SVO order formed 83.94% of the 330 sentences included in the task. More
explanations follow in the discussion section below.
Table 3. Participants’ performance (Translation task)
Placement of Indefinite DPs per word order
Frequency
Percentage
SVO
277
83.94%
VSO
53
16.06%
Total
330
100%

5. Discussions
The study explored the noticeable effect of English language word order as an L2 on native speakers’ native
language. Participants’ performance in the translation task administered in the study was assumed to be
affected by L2 word order. To answer the study’s research question, when translating from English to Arabic,
will English learners who are native speakers of Arabic involuntarily apply English syntactic word order to Arabic
structures being translated? the results showed that participants had involuntarily used the English language
word order to translate the given sentences into Arabic. As can be inferred from the results, participants
strikingly translated most of the given sentences in SVO. They exerted English language word order on Arabic
sentences; this resulted in the wrong placement of the indefinite DPs in the preverbal subject position. The
incorrect placement of indefinite DPs in the preverbal subject position might well be attributed to the English word
order effect and not to the implicit knowledge of the participants’ native language. This claim is supported by
participants’ performance in the guided writing task. That is, the administration of the guided writing task
revealed that the participants grammatically reordered the scrambled words in VSO order, adhering to Arabic
language grammar rules in terms of placing the indefinite DPs in the right syntactic position, the postverbal
position. To sum up, it is assumed that English word order momentarily influenced participants’ native language
grammar.
6. Conclusions
The study found that participants applied English syntactic word order to Arabic translated sentences.
Consequently, they produced ungrammatical structures that violated Arabic language grammar, which preserves
the preverbal subject positions for definite DPs only. In other words, participants involuntarily used the indefinite
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DPs in the preverbal subject position. The improper placement of the indefinite DPs in the preverbal subject
position is assumed to result from the English word order, which allows indefinite DPs to appear in the preverbal
subject position, which, by Occam’s razor, is the only subject position in English. It can be postulated that when
the participants were translating English sentences, their implicit knowledge of Arabic was momentarily affected
by English word order, which resulted in incorrectly translated sentences.
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Notes
Note 1. Thhe ill-formednness of (2b) caan be repaired by modifyingg the indefinitee subject, walaad ‘boy’, as sh
hown
below.

w
beecause the inddefinite subjectt is modified bby the adjectivve ṭaweel ‘tall’’; see
The structuure becomes well-formed
AlQahtanii (2016) for a detailed
d
discusssion of licensiing indefinite ssubjects in the preverbal subjject position.
Appendixx A
Sentence rreordering wrriting task (E33)
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Appendixx B
Translatioon task (E1)
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